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WFs in C3Grid 
© R. Budich 
C3Grid-WFs 
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C3Grid Architecture 
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• Control parameter 
• Region/time 
WSS  DMS 
Portal 
WSL 
Select DP, CP 
   geographical      + vertical 
                             + temporal  
                             + content 
                             + file format  
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WSL 
• Based on Job Specification Language (OGF) with 
some extensions for  
– Data extraction and ESGF Data staging 
– Data publishing 
– Conditional data transfers 
• Description of WF 
– Tasks 
– Dependencies 
• Scheduler selects in co-scheduling with DMS optimal 
CP and DP 
– data transfers (replica) 
– Time to solution 
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WF development 
• Local development of a prototype  
– scripts, Fortran programms, … 
– local datasets  
• Rollout - Installation of WF modules on CPs 
• WF description in prototype WSL  
– preselected datasets in distributed data federation 
– prototypic control parameter  
– can be executed by WSL upload in portal 
– tests 
• WF publication in C3Grid portal 
– generalization of prototype WSL  WSL generator 
– mask for input parameter 
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Workflows 
Name Function Name Function 
EADY Eady Growth Rate Stormtrack Stormtrack Diagnosis 
TroughIdent Identification of PV PVTroughs Tracking of PV Troughs 
QFLux Humidity Flux  CT Cyclone tracking 
CWT Circulation Weather 
Types 
CAPE Convective available 
potential energy 
GRET Grass reference 
evapotranspiration 
MMME Multi Model Multi 
Ensemble  





LBC Preparation of IC/BC for 
regional model CLM 
GIS Data preparation for GIS 
applications 
Low/high-Vis Visualisation 
• diagnostic workflows 
• data pre/postprocessing in modelling  
• visualisation 
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Alternative path: WPS 
• ClimDaPS - Technical 
details  see Stephan 
• Uses OGC conforming 
standards and interfaces 
• C3Grid, LSDMA, ExArch 
projects 
• Example WFs from CSC 
– Population dynamics of 
Anopheles Gambiae  
– Number of Segetal flora 
species  
– Species distribution modell  
– Evapotranspiration  
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Lessons learned 
„native“ C3Grid WF implementation. 
High potential optimizations (data 




Long time for integration 
 
WFs in portal fixed 
WF as „Black Box“ 
WF as „Black Box“  
Many checks in portal (input) 
 Education 







implementation           




More flexibel in WF: 
Scientist can use his own 
„flavour“ of a WF  
Needs more knowledge in 
WF use 
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C3Grid Middleware 
Perspectives 
• New WFs 
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Thank you for attention! 
